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Valuing Lived Experience
in Academic Spaces
October 27, 2020
Jules Csillag, she/her/hers
Twitter: @julesteaches
Instagram: @schoolsforfreedom
●

Do what your body/mind needs
We are here to learn to support
students better, but that can’t be
done without you being/feeling
supported
This time is intense

While you wait, please add
your pronouns to your name
Feel free to introduce yourself
in the chat

Community Agreements
“I” statements
Listen with intentionality
W.A.I.(N.)T: Why Am I Talking/Why Am I Not Talking
Intent vs Impact
Remember the stories, forget the names
Cookie dough: Ideas don’t need to be fully formed to share!
Push your growing edge
○

●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Welcome!

“As we struggle together, we will have hit the growing edge–push your growing edge!” –the
People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond

Agenda
●
●
●
●

Who are we?
Why listen to lived experience?
How can we incorporate lived experience meaningfully?
What are my next steps?

Who are we?
●
●
●
●

Name & pronouns
Interest/Experience in education
Why you’re here
Questions that you have?

am I?
Who are we?
Identities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cis
Queer
White
Woman/femme
Non-disabled
Immigrant
Middle class
Survivor
Bilingual

Experiences
●

●
●
●
●

Speech Language Pathologist & “Teacher
of Students with Speech and Language
Disabilities”
Work at ASD Nest Support Project @ NYU
Adjunct at Pace & Adelphi
Wrote a book about technology & learning
differences
Contribute to various educational
blogs/sites

On Language

Who are we?
Our assumptions & beliefs:
Take 1

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Disabled
Autistic
Neurodivergent/Neurotypical
Folx
Lived experience/expert perspective
-isms
Intersectionality

Siliman & Kearns, 2020

Agenda
√

Who are we?

●

Why listen to lived experience?

●

How can we incorporate lived experience meaningfully?

●

What are my next steps?

○
○
○

Autistic perspectives

Why value lived experience?
Autistic perspectives

DisCrit
Self-Audit

Issue
●
●
●

she/her

Research often doesn’t reflect the priorities nor realities of those in the
community they’re supposedly helping
The dangers of doing research like this (in a bubble/without community
involvement) is that harmful techniques are perpetuated
Let’s learn more via some specific examples from the autistic community:

Directions:
1. Hover above the green bar at the top.
2. Click the arrow next to “View Options” >
Select "Annotate”

Directions:
1. Hover above the green bar at the top.
2. Click the arrow next to “View Options” > Select "Annotate”
3. Click “Stamp” and select any stamp option.
4. Stamp the one that aligns with your thinking.

It helps communication to make eye contact, so we should help
autistic people do so.

Agree to a
degree

Strongly Disagree

3. Click “Stamp” and select any stamp option.
4. Stamp the degree to which you agree!

Directions:
1. Hover above the green bar at the top.
2. Click the arrow next to “View Options” > Select "Annotate”
3. Click “Stamp” and select any stamp option.
4. Stamp the one that aligns with your thinking.

Strongly Agree

Neutral

Somewhat Disagree

Somewhat Disagree

Somewhat Agree

Directions:
1. Hover above the green bar at the top.
2. Click the arrow next to “View Options” > Select "Annotate”
3. Click “Stamp” and select any stamp option.
4. Stamp the one that aligns with your thinking.

Hand movements, rocking, and other “stims” may be
distracting/dangerous, thus should be suppressed.
Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Neutral

Somewhat Agree

Autism is a disorder, meaning that it is inherently worse to be autistic
than neurotypical.
Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Neutral

Somewhat Disagree

Somewhat Agree

Directions:
1. Hover above the green bar at the top.
2. Click the arrow next to “View Options” > Select "Annotate”
3. Click “Stamp” and select any stamp option.
4. Stamp the one that aligns with your thinking.

We want to help autistic people blend in/be “indistinguishable” from
neurotypical people.
Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Neutral

Somewhat Disagree

Somewhat Agree

Let’s learn from
some autistic
self-advocates!
Links to resources:
Emma Dalmayne (she/her)
Julia Bascom (she/her)
Kirsten Lindsmith (she/her)
Kassiane Asasumasu (she/her)
Maxfield Sparrow (mirror pronouns)

Sample Jamboard responses:

Some things we know from self-advocates
...that research eventually supported (shouldn’t have needed that!)
●
●
●
●

Eye contact isn’t necessary
Stimming is regulating
Autism isn’t inherently bad/”disordered”
There’s danger in compliance/ “indistinguishability”

TL;DR
The purpose of intervention is never to make someone appear neurotypical!

How are
peer-reviewed
journals
non-inclusive?

Link to video on masking

Traditional research on eye contact/eye gaze
●

Not necessary to teach eye contact (“The results of the present study suggest that

efforts to train individuals with autism to use eye direction as a probabilistic feature
correspondence cue fail to capture the key and fundamental component that gaze
direction is normally used as a cue that is prioritized by the human attention system
because of its social relevance”)
● “Looking at the eyes interferes with facial emotion recognition in alexithymia”
(something 40-50% of autistic people co-experience)
● Autistic people take in information about eyes and faces differently
● Incorporating input from multiple pathways in autistic brains is different than NT

brains
( Fujiwara, 2018; Hadjikhani et al, 2017; Ristic et al, 2005; Stevenson, 2017)

Traditional research on stimming
●

●

“Autistic adults highlighted the importance of stimming as an adaptive
mechanism that helps them to soothe or communicate intense emotions or
thoughts and thus objected to treatment that aims to eliminate the
behaviour.”
Stimming is regulatory (and all humans do it to some extent)
(Prizant, 2015; Kapp et al, 2017)

Still stuck on traditional research?

Adult outcomes

Raymaker et al, 2020

Still stuck on traditional research?

“Autistic research participants consider their autism to be value neutral – akin to any
other feature like race or hair colour...
Participants feel that society sees their autism as being a bad trait to have...
Participants believed that autism was value-neutral, and inherent to their existence.
Autism was predominantly seen as an important facet of their complicated identities.
Participants discussed a tension between how they see autism and how society sees it.”

“Autistic participants exhibited more scientifically based knowledge than others. They
were more likely to describe autism experientially or as a neutral difference, and more
often opposed the medical model. Autistic participants and family members reported
lower stigma. Greater endorsement of the importance of normalizing autistic people was
associated with heightened stigma. Findings suggest that autistic adults should be
considered autism experts and involved as partners in autism research.”

Still stuck on traditional research?

“Compared to portrayals in most academic literature, the bloggers in this study frame autism in a way that is more
embodied and more positive, and autistic people as more caring, more insightful and more ready to inform and engage
in research…
Within their framing, autism is an embodied experience with elements that are both wonderful and difficult. In this
framing, autistic people are insightful, caring and social and have the skills and motivation to inform research. In this
framing, primary challenges of autism are linked to embodied issues such as movement and level of energy or
physiological arousal...The bloggers’ negative experiences linked to how others presume them to be incompetent
highlight the harms of essentialist views of intelligence (Räty, Mononen, and Pykäläinen 2017) that autistic people face.

Good news!
●

More and more research is participatory!
○
○

●

A Starter Pack for Participatory Autism Research
Can We Broaden the Neurodiversity Movement
Without Weakening It?: Participatory Approaches
as a Framework for Cross-Disability Alliance
Building

Concur
Clarify
Conflict
Connect

Easier to find experts than ever (thanks,
internet!)

Who are we?
Our assumptions & beliefs:
Take 2

Alex Zelasi, they/them, #ActuallyAutistic

LINK TO IMANI’S ARTICLE

How can we incorporate lived
experiences?
DisCrit Framework

Agenda
√

Who are we?

√

Why listen to lived experience?

DisCrit: A quick intro
Potential Guiding
Questions:
●

●
●

How can we incorporate lived experience meaningfully?
What are my next steps?
●

Subini Annamma, she/her

What’s the relevant
context for DisCrit?
(historical, current
stats, etc)
Why was DisCrit
created?

DisCrit summaries @schoolsforfreedom (IG)

DisCrit Tenets @schoolsforfreedom (IG) Source link

DisCrit Tenets @schoolsforfreedom (IG) Source link

DisCrit Tenets @schoolsforfreedom (IG) Source link

“Gift theory”
“Situating this work in DisCrit means that I approached this work
understanding that there is nothing wrong with our students,
their families, and their communities. That means I did not
approach this work seeking to understand how to fix the girls in
this study. I did not assume they were lying or seek to inform
them how to live better lives. I utilized the work of an intellectual
ancestor of Critical Race Theory, W.E.B. Du Bois (1903) who,
through years of research and theorizing, found that Black people
had unique knowledge and gifts to share with the world,
specifically due to the oppression they faced. Therefore, this Gift
Theory, as Reiland Rabaka (2010) later identified it, required me
to refuse the notion that the girls were inherently dangerous or
deviant. Instead, I conducted this work with the central
assumption that multiply-marginalized dis/abled girls
of color had Gifts I did not possess and it was my job as
an educator and researcher to discover them.”
DisCrit Tenets @schoolsforfreedom (IG) Source link

-Subini Annamma

Ways to Change (“DisCrit Resistance”)
Annamma & Morrison, 2018

1.

Curriculum
a.
b.

2.

Pedagogy
a.
b.

3.

What is taught
“DisCrit Curriculum, knowing your students' history and their present, and teaching about
structural inequities and opportunities”
How it’s taught
“DisCrit Pedagogy, learning about and teaching to students' gifts in the classroom”

Solidarity
a.
b.

Who is being centered
“DisCrit Solidarity, situating students’ actions in the classroom as strategies of resistance,
often in response to interpersonal and state violence, and teaching them how to channel
resistance to dismantle systems”

DisCrit
Brainstorm

Agenda

What are my next steps?
Self-Audit

√

Who are we?

√

Why listen to lived experience?

√

How can we incorporate lived experience meaningfully?

●

Remember to push your growing edge...

What are my next steps?

From an expert

Push your growing edge
“As we struggle together, we will have hit the growing edge–push your growing
edge!” –the People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond

Follow Jocelyn on Instagram here

Potential Resources/Ideas: Syllabus

Self-Audit

●
●

●

Syllabus Language by Lydia XZ Brown
Respect Strategies of Resistance (read more from Pedagogy of
Pathologization, the article on DisCrit Clasroom Ecologies, or this visual
summary)
Reconsider attendance policies

If elements of these resources challenge you, lean into that...Question why you
hold those beliefs/norms!

Potential Resources/Ideas: Curriculum
●
●
●

Curriculum Scorecard (EJ-ROC @ Metro Center)
Racial Literacy Development (Dr. Yolanda Sealey-Ruiz @ TC)
Read more about Pedagogies of Resistance: Curriculum (from Pedagogy of
Pathologization, the article on DisCrit Clasroom Ecologies, or this visual
summary)

If you think it would be impossible to expand what you teach, consider whose
voices are missing and why...Then look harder!

Potential Resources/Ideas: Pedagogy
●

Adopt these 5 pedagogical practices, or these other 5 pedagogical practices

●

Read more about Pedagogies of Resistance: Pedagogy (from Pedagogy of
Pathologization, DisCrit Clasroom Ecologies, or this visual summary)

●

Read The Power & Pedagogy of Educating Other People’s Children (Lisa
Delpit) #oldiebutgoodie

If you think this would make you a less effective instructor, dig deeper into
what kind of educator you would like to be.

Co-created Self-Audit table: questions, must-haves, resources, etc

Potential Resources/Ideas: Dismantling
Systemic Issues
●
●
●

Institutional: Anti-Racist Continuum (can be considered for other
identities)
Impact hiring (with active outreach, mentorship, representation, etc)
Impact student demographics (with active outreach, mentorship,
representation, etc)

Do I only have traditional academic research?

Have I centered non-speaking voices?

Do I have a diversity of experts re: race, gender
identity?

Minimum 50% BIPOC experts

Do we have materials in the library in a variety
of formats that are accessible to a wide range of
people?
Are our staff trainings always accessible?
(printed materials, microphone, etc.)

If you think these aren’t within your sphere of influence, reconsider how they
might be...

Believe disabled people, especially disabled BIPOC folx

“In an ideal world - one in which neither racism nor
ableism exist anymore - many of us will still want and
need supports and services that respect our
autonomy and dignity. But in the process of making
that world, we need people in the helping professions
to explicitly and open align themselves against
oppression and with marginalized and targeted
communities. This starts with consistently believing
disabled people of color about our own experiences
and using their power, privilege, and resources to
support the work we are already doing.”
- Lydia XZ Brown, they/them LINKED HERE

Thank You! ...Questions?
Email: schoolsforfreedom@gmail.com
Twitter: @julesteaches
Instagram: @schoolsforfreedom

